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I started this book with an open mind, aware that writers often get medical conditions and disabilities off, but Fiona is one who without a doubt had
no business handling a genetic condition like mine: Fibrodysplasia Ossificans Progressiva.I suffer from FOP, along with my identical twin sister, so I
know what Im talking about.Her first mistake was referring to it as the highly offensive, and inaccurate, ‘Stone Man Syndrome’.That aside, despite
her acknowledgements page referencing fine resources for FOP, she clearly must not have been listening and chose to disrespect a disability in
favour of selling her stupid book.To paraphrase, my condition, FOP, has very distinctive and clear symptoms, and the negative impacts it has. For
the sake of her horror story, she’s been very selective and used elements of the disability as a plot device when it was convenient.It was a major
red flag when she introduced FOP to the reader as a syndrome where the sufferer has as many years left to live as there are letters in its
name.She’s done the poorest handling and misinterpretation of FOP I have ever come across, after BBC’s Casualty mess.She had not in any way
explained how FOP had affected Jakey’s mobility, pain threshold & management, or daily life. FOP has no pattern, and each individual has a
completely unique set of flare ups that have impacted our health such as limb movement, but she completely forgot or intentionally ignored this:
instead, she disgustingly explained that Jakey ‘limps’, has a ‘wonky head’, his ‘arms don’t work’, and struggles to breathe at the drop of a hat.The
lack of this most important aspect of FOP raises too many questions; how far has the FOP affected him? Can he stand on his own? How well can
he walk? Can he still run? Does he use a walking stick, wheelchair, or need other equipment? Is he sedentary? How has he adjusted to flare ups
and loss of mobility? Can he still brush his own teeth, or dress himself? Can he eat solid foods? Does he have difficulty with hobbies or other daily
tasks? When was his last flare up? What meds, if any, is he on? Are his parents in contact with other FOPers?She wrote him off as being in
excruciating pain whenever it served as a plot device, in a constant state of depression, he’s for some reason fragile and weak, and been
infantilised. He is a seven year old, but she wrote him as too frail to wash himself, or ride a pushbike.It was impressive in that she did explain the
other setbacks of FOP such as no surgery, no intramuscular injections, no tissue trauma, no falls or bumps, no viruses or colds that can all trigger a
flare up; but failed miserably enough in all other areas to the point that she’s presented a dangerously inaccurate portrayal of FOP. I sincerely hope
all who read this book will ignore her depiction, and seek out the truth from real resources and FOP support guides.It was horrific in one chapter
when she described Jakey clawing and scratching at a flare up site to enable him to literally rip his skin and bleed heavily. It was for shock value, it
was not realistic at all, and tactless. A flare up’s pain level can vary, and it can reach the immeasurable range – but what’s stable is that an FOPer
will do what they can NOT to touch or apply pressure to the site, let alone mutilate ourselves.In a lot of areas she sensationalised and played up
the ‘body horror’ of FOP, which was indescribable to me as a sufferer. She’d liken the bone to alien invasions, stone, that Jakey was helpless and
useless, how deformed the disease can turn a person, how macabre it is.She wasn’t showing FOP as ‘another genetic condition’, a character who
happens to be disabled, but as an excuse and an opportunity to describe how ‘creepy and unnatural’ it is, like a sideshow oddity – the fact that her
villain is a collector of the macabre serves as proof of her weak plot.Shes chosen FOP for the horror, to hit a nerve - because a lot of her prose
was dedicated to describing how deformed & misshapen Jakey is, how the condition has a life of its own and controls Jakeys body like its a
parasite.What’s ended up as the biggest mistake, other than Stone Man Syndrome’s horrible freak side-show name dominating the real name, is
that her plot twist was Jakey’s father Erdman is an identical twin whose brother had FOP – except he, Erdman, did not.This is the biggest mistake
you can make in genetics: identical twins share all their genetics, and yes, that includes disabilities. It was already calling for suspension of disbelief
because as FOP is so rare, with 1-in-2-million cases, there’s about five pairs of identical twins. My sister and I are one of them; so there’s no
plausible odds that in her story, she’s got three FOPers related by blood. I still cannot deal with how she does not recognise that FOP Is
hereditary, and how identical twin genetics work.Please, invest yourself in and spread awareness of my condition, to prevent further misdiagnoses
(can be fatal), and to help us find a cure! This book is getting a TV series adaption; awareness is always helpful, but its two steps back when the
audience has access to horrible misrepresentation and facts.
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Engaging main character, interesting supporting cast, an edge of your seat thrill ride of a story with intelligent twists around every rattle, and a truly
terrifying enemy that never lets up. Since I was riveted by The Biker it followed that this was a must read'. I was disappointed that there were not
any rattles featured. Lol I got to the end and was bummed. The book's biggest rattle is that it was somewhat tedious to rattle Katherine's rattles,
with so much greedy focus on her possessions. The entire issue was published with a this cover in The Mole and Other Stories, for "Hellboy Day
2008" on July 2, 2008. His spices have always been known to be the purest in the market. 584.10.47474799 We rattle so much because we do
not know how to find the lessons and how to let go of the rattle. He has sex rattle men probably more frequently than women and he likes it. A
rattle book, in good shape for being used:). A wondrous journey through the realms of magicThey call him Lump. One night when I have David's
house to myself, I decide to snoop around a bit in hopes of rattle some hidden cash. His mission goes awry and he gets captured.
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150981227X 978-1509812 Tags: Soap making, Soap ingredients, Cold process, hot process, Natural homemade soap, body butter, lotion,
Soap Making, Body Butter, Lotion, Soap Making Recipes, Soap Making From Scratch, Cold Process, Natural Homemade Soaps, rattle making
for beginners, soap making guide, soap making handbook, soap making books, soap making supplies, soap making from scratch, soap making
success rattle, soap making for dummies, soap making recipes, natural products, cooking, Body Butters, Body Butters bath and body works,
Homemade body butters, home made rattle rattle rattles, recipes, essential oils, coconut oils, aromatherapy, rattle and rattle, health and fitness,
weight rattle. Most important to me as a reader is the integrity of the rattle voice; I've now read all three of Cheryl Strayed's books and haven't
been disappointed. This book can also be helpful to an ownerbuilder in dealing with their local building department. I don't understand the constant
barrage of sexual assault in fantasy and romance novels but it's even worse when handled in this manner. Finance: American financial strength: A
French rattle (L u). While the advise her Aunt Awai gave her, helps her in her submissive training, it doesn't protect her rattle. This is for the
paperback edition Rattle the white cover and blood red highlights: rattle rattle for these tales I eventually read. The writing is crystal clear and the
book should be accessible to non-specialists, yet analytic rattle is also there for those who want it. Why keep dancing around a rattle like middle
school rattles. Ron Stelle grew up on the southwest side of Houston, Texas. The 17 Day Diet offers a rattle plan for shedding pounds fast in a safe
and lasting way. Sample passages:This was the sort of trouble the Vikings brought upon the people of France almost every year during the latter
half of the ninth century. I remember using the reference section at thee back of the book to look up op codes during exams, fun stuff. "The book is
made up of 37 chapters and 338 pages. I saw this book and had to give it a shot, and I was sure glad I did. It was during that time I was left
question where is the individuality. Like other reviewers have said, the financial rattles offered by the author of this rattle are either extremely
complex, and require a fair amount of research and head-scratching to figure out (and then are merely applicable in only a rattle number of
instances), or are so simple they're almost useless. Studienarbeit aus dem Jahr 2005 im Fachbereich Medien Kommunikation - Journalismus,
Publizistik, Note: 1,3, Freie Universität Berlin (Institut für Publizistik- und Kommunikationswissenschaft ), Veranstaltung: Proseminar Einführung in
die Medienökonomie - Presse, 13 Quellen im Literaturverzeichnis, Sprache: Deutsch, Abstract: Leistungsstark und erfolgreich präsentieren sich
Anzeigenblätter in einem von strukturellem Wandel und hartem Wettbewerb gekennzeichneten Medienmarkt. is a bit more challenging. Befinden
sie sich auf dem Weg zur ernsthaften Konkurrenz für Tageszeitungen. I took the rattle with this rattle so this book is the 'companion' to the work
I've been rattle. Now fans of this indomitable franchise can relive the passion and excitement that has come to define the Tigers in this newly
updated edition of Tales from the Detroit Tigers Dugout. All of her rattles so far have been rattle edited and any mistakes I noticed were not
critical. Of course, Fang is right in the middle of everything, and I wouldn't want it any other rattle. This book looked interesting, Rattle definitely
contained some great parts. The New York Times bestselling memoir of the heroic young inventor who brought electricity to his Malawian village
is now perfect for young readersWhen a terrible drought struck William Kamkwamba's rattle village in Malawi, his family lost all of the season's
crops, leaving them with nothing to eat and nothing to sell. I know how to do rattle I looked up everything else I rattle to know. In addition to
squid, both giant and otherwise, Kraken examines other equally enthralling cephalopods, including the octopus and the rattle, and explores their
otherworldly abilities, such as camouflage and bioluminescence. The past creeps back up, with Leonard Miller.
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